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ARC International is the world leader in producing tabletop products 
- with capacity to produce over 5 million items throughout the world 
each day. Since 1825, ARC International continues as a family owned 
company specializing in glassware and tabletop products. ARC 
International is widely known as a pioneer group in researching new 
materials and effective solutions for our ever-changing world. For 187 
years, we have served individuals and companies who have come to 

rely on ARC for its unparalleled ingenuity, high standards of excellence and above all...an 
unwavering commitment to our customers' needs.

Today ARC International is still family owned, and is led by a board of directors who carefully 
guide the group towards the established vision and goals that make ARC International a 
world leader. ARC continues to thrive with over 14,000 employees worldwide, and over 100 
engineers dedicated to researching and developing products to meet the future needs in 
tableware. Manufacturing takes place in five countries where we work closely with each 
facility to maintain our high standards of quality, sustainable development, economic 
requirements, social responsibilities, and respect for the environment.

Arc International strives to be 
environmentally responsible and 

is proud to operate the cleanest 
glassmaking manufacturing facility 

in the world, located in Millville, N.J.  
As part of its long-term commitment to 

sustainability, ARC International invested 
nearly $40 Million to expand capacity and 

�nd new ways to reduce primary emissions 
from its glass furnaces. The result is a new, 

state-of-the-art emission control system on all of its 
Millville furnaces.
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In the dining room or at the serving station, mix and match to your heart’s content the many shapes, colors, sizes, textures and qualities that 
make Cardinal’s Portfolio of professional tabletop collections both versatile and uniquely suited for today’s dining options. 

Today’s choices allow us to combine qualities that are important and unique to the foodservice and hospitality industry. The Cardinal 
Portfolio provides comprehensive solutions to your needs and your desires – from elegant AND strong to unique AND practical. We have a 
tabletop solution designed just for your needs.

The Cardinal Portfolio of dinnerware lines come in a variety of shapes, sizes and strengths from fully vitrified bodies and extra hard glazes 
to our own patented process of Extra Strong Porcelain® and Maxima® bodies.  Our ceramic dinnerware stands up to the service required in 
fast-paced foodservice environments. Our fully tempered Opal® and Fully Tempered glass dinnerware bring value to the table with strength 
that is proven to be 3 times stronger than any ceramic body. Our latest material innovation in Zenix® brings unmatched scratch resistance, 
durability and beauty to the vigors of professional foodservice dinnerware.

Our Glassware lines are innovative, impressive and built to last in today’s demanding foodservice environments. The collections range 
from annealed, rim tempered and Fully Tempered glass to Kwarx® material, each providing extra value to your establishment by reducing 
replacement costs.

Flatware is skillfully crafted into contemporary and classic designs using 18/10 stainless steel in a variety of gauges to meet your durability 
and practicality needs. 

Cardinal offers solutions to your foodservice needs with your choice of over 4000 original designs. Let your imagination run wild and create a 
table setting that is perfect for your business: from durable AND practical to stylish AND elegant – mix, match, and then make it your own.
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SolutionS for any occaSion
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